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Johnson,  E.  H.—Two Notes on Ptolemy's Geography of
India.   JRA8. Pt. 3. 1941.   pp. 208-222.	[466
In the first note, the writer identifies Dounga of Periplns with Dongri
in Salsette, and points out the parallel between the history of Dounga in
the Greek sources and Dhenukakata of the Kanheri Cavs inscription.
In the second note, the writer attempts to identify certain mountains
of the Periplns, and shows the parallel .between Ptolemy's list of
mountains of India and those of the Mahabharata and the Puranas. '
Khore, Cr. H.—A Note on the Daulatabad Plates.   1C, VIII,
pp. 113-114	[467
The plates are of the Western Calukya King Jayasimha II
Jagadekamallaof Kalyana, dated S. 938 and published as Hyderabad,
Archaeological Series No. 2. The author tries to identify the places
mentioned in the plates.
MirasM, V. V,—A Search for the  Localities  mentioned in
the Poona  plates  of Prabhavati  Gupta.   (Marathi text).
BISMQ. XXII, Pt. 1 pp. 1-3.	[468
A few place-names occurring in the plates are identified.   All the
places lie in the Hinganaghat tdlisil of the Wardha district
Nadvi,    Syed   Sulaiman—Arab    Navigation.    Is C.   XV,
pp. 435-448.	[469
A study of the navigation of the Arabs; the terms used by them, etc.
Nainar, S. Muhammad Husayn—Arab Maritime Enterprise.
AOR. V, Pt. 1, 7 pages.	[470
Points out that with the advent of Islam came a great impetus to
travel, commerce and adventure which persisted until the I4th century
when the Arabs receded into the background and lost their trade
supremacy. Many books relating to kingdoms, roads by sea and land,
the fauna and flora of various countries, important geographical litera-
ture was produced.
	Tuhfat-Al-Mujahidin.   An  Historical  Work in the
Arabic Language.   AOR. VI, Pt. 1, 112 pages.	[471
Although the work is a brief narrative, it is remarkable for the
information contained in it, and it constitutes an important addition
to the knowledge of the geography of Southern India and the beginning
of the Portuguese history in India* It gives a clear picture of the
activities of the Portuguese in Malabar.
This work was translated into English by Lieut M. J, Rowlandson
so early as 1833.
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